New Celebrity Couple Jennifer
Lopez & Drake Enjoy Another
Date Night Together
By Mallory McDonald
New celebrity couple Jennifer Lopez and Drake are continuing
to spice up their new relationship! EOnline.com reported that
the two have enjoyed another date night together despite
originally reports that the two were not getting serious. A
source told E! News exclusively Wednesday that the two “are
not seeing anyone else but each other. Drake is in it all the
way,” the source added. “J.Lo is peddling slower, but still
really enjoys his fun and loving company.” Lopez has two
celebrity kids and many are wondering if that is going to be a
problem for the future of their relationship. But according to
this source, “He is not fazed by her having kids. He loves
kids and is sweet with them.”

This new celebrity couple seems to
be getting more serious. How do you
know when it’s time to make your
relationship more serious?
Cupid’s Advice:
Taking a relationship from having no pressure and all fun to
one that is more serious and future driving is a scary thing.
Use this relationship advice to make that decision easier:
1. Insecurity: One reason to make the relationship more

serious is if the fun just isn’t enough for you anymore. If
you have been with that person for a good amount of time this
could be the right next step.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Source Says Jennifer Lopez
is ‘Having Fun’ With Drake
2. Constant communication: When you and your partner are
constantly together or constantly finding ways to talk to each
other, this is a good sign your ready for a more serious
relationship.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Drake & Rihanna Call It Quits
3. Mutually ready: If either you or your partner are
constantly talking about the next step or thinking about the
future and you both like what you see, make it more serious!
When did you make your relationship more serious? Comment
below!

